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Visual Classification

Information Governance Simplified
Visual classification technology simplifies managing documents for all types of information governance
initiatives. It is the only technology that consistently classifies all types of documents, both native files and scanned
documents, based on a graphical analysis of them, and independent of the amount or quality of text associated with
them. It is readily scalable for enterprise-wide collections. RedFile’s visual classification process is as follows:

1. Collect
RedFile provides USB devices to collect native files or scanned document images. The collectors incorporate file
hash lists to avoid collecting common software executables and support files, and to avoid collecting duplicate
documents. They use compression and encryption to safeguard the collected files.

2. Normalize
RedFile normalizes collected documents, converting them into an interim graphical format. It then catalogs the
glyphs or graphical elements present on the pages and uses the catalog to enable subsequent visual similarity
grouping, attribute extraction, and other sophisticated tasks.

3. Visually Group
Using visual classification technology, RedFile automatically groups visually-similar documents, regardless of page
size, file format, or the presence or absence of text. The groups are self-forming, the operator doesn’t need to know
ahead of time what the groups will look like. Within days of the start of a process, there are groups to review.

Figure 1: Example of document types organized with visual classification from RedFile.
RedFile is the world’s foremost provider of technology consulting and services for the implementation,
management, and hosting of visual classification technology in corporate and
governmental information governance pilots, projects, and programs.
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RedFile use of visual classification technology from BeyondRecognition can significantly accelerate information
governance initiatives activities resulting in faster achievement of desired business and legal outcomes.

4. Assign Document Types
Clients review a few documents in each group to determine if they need to be retained, and to assign document
types to ones that will be retained. The larger the collection the larger the groupings and the more documents are
impacted by each decision.
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Figure 2: Example of assigned document types.

5. Extract Attributes
Users click-and-drag on one document per group to
indicate the attributes or fields to extract from all
documents in that group. Delimiters and filters can
be used to select and format the information. This
zonal attribution applies to all documents added to
the group in the future.
In this simple example, indicating three attributes on
one NTSB report pulls the same attributes from
three different reports, but many times groupings
have thousands of documents.
Figure 3: Example of extracted attributes.
Once documents have been grouped, document-typed, and attributed, RedFile prepares the processed
documents for loading in whatever content management system is desired, in whatever format is desired.

Learn More. Today.
Founded in 2014 and based in Houston, TX, RedFile is the world’s foremost provider of technology consulting and
services for the implementation, management, and hosting of visual classification technology in corporate and
governmental information governance pilots, projects, and programs. To learn more about RedFile, visit RedFile.com and
connect with us on Twitter (@RedFile) and LinkedIn.
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